
Third Grade December Learning Targets 
 

SUBJECT REPORT CARD STATEMENT LEARNING OBJECTIVE 

Reading Comprehends fiction 3.5   The student will read and demonstrate comprehension of fictional texts, literary  
         nonfiction, and poetry. 
             c.    Make, confirm, and revise predictions. 

k.    Use reading strategies to monitor comprehension throughout the  
                     reading process. 

Reading Comprehends non-fiction 3.6   The student will read and demonstrate comprehension of nonfiction texts. 
             c.    Preview and use text features including table of contents, headings,  
                    pictures, captions, maps, indices, and charts. 
             d.   Ask and answer questions about what is read using the text for support. 
             e.   Draw conclusions using the text for support. 
             h.   Identify supporting details. 

Reading Reads orally with fluency 3.5   The student will read and demonstrate comprehension of fictional texts, literary  
         nonfiction, and poetry. 
             m.  Read with fluency, accuracy, and meaningful expression. 
3.6   The student will read and demonstrate comprehension of nonfiction texts. 
             j.    Read with fluency, accuracy, and meaningful expression.   

Reading Applies word analysis skills 3.3   The student will apply word-analysis skills when reading. 
a.   Use knowledge of regular and irregular vowel patterns. 
b.   Decode regular multisyllabic words. 

Reading Develops and expands 
vocabulary in reading 

3.4   The student will expand vocabulary when reading. 
             c.   Apply meaning clues, language structure, and phonetic strategies to  
                  determine the meaning of new words. 
             e.  Discuss the meanings of words and develop vocabulary by listening and  
                  reading a variety of texts. 

Language 
Arts 

Uses effective oral 
communication in a variety 
of settings 

3.1   The student will use effective communication skills in a variety of settings. 
d.    Orally summarize information expressing ideas clearly.     

Language 
Arts 

Learns assigned spelling 
patterns 

LCENG 1   Use developmentally appropriate sound, pattern, and/or meaning units to  
                   spell in written work. 
LCENG2    Use developmentally appropriate sound, pattern, and/or meaning units to  
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                   spell in isolation. 

Language 
Arts 

Plans effectively for writing 3.8   The student will write in a variety of forms to include narrative, descriptive,  
         opinion, and expository. 

b.   Identify audience and purpose 
c.   Use a variety of prewriting strategies. 

Language 
Arts 

Writes a well-developed 
paragraph 

3.8   The student will write in a variety of forms to include narrative, descriptive,  
         opinion, and expository. 

e.   Write a clear topic sentence focusing on the main idea. 
 f.   Elaborate writing by including supporting details. 

              g.   Use transition words to vary sentence structure. 
              i.    Write a well-developed paragraph focusing on the main idea. 

Language 
Arts 

Revises writing for style 
and content 

3.8   The student will write in a variety of forms to include narrative, descriptive,  
         opinion, and expository. 
             j.  Revise writing for clarity of content using specific vocabulary and  
                  information. 

Language 
Arts 

Edits writing for 
capitalization, punctuation, 
spelling, grammar, and 
sentence structure. 

3.9   The student will edit writing for capitalization, punctuation, spelling, and  
         Standard English. 

f.    Use commas in a simple series. 
             j.    Use correct spelling including irregular plurals. 

Mathematics Computation and 
Estimation 

3.4     The student will 
            a.  represent multiplication and division through 10x10, using a variety of  
                 approaches and models; 
            b.  create and solve single-step practical problems that involve multiplication  
                 and division through 10x10; and 
            d.  solve single-step practical problems involving multiplication of whole  
                 numbers, where one factor is 99 or less and the second factor is 5 or less. 

Mathematics Multiplication and Division 
Facts 

3.4    The student will  
            c.  demonstrate fluency with multiplication facts of 0, 1, 2, 5, and 10 

Science Life Science 
(Fortune) 

3.4      The student will investigate and understand that adaptations allow organisms to  
            satisfy life needs and respond to the environment.  Key ideas include 
             a.  populations adapt over time; 
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             b.   adaptations may be behavioral or physical; and 
             c.    fossils provide evidence about the types of organisms that lived long ago as  
                    well as the nature of their environments. 
3.5      The student will investigate and understand that aquatic and terrestrial  
            ecosystems support diversity of organisms.  Key ideas include 
             a.  ecosystems are made of living and nonliving components of the  
                  environment; and 
             b.  relationships exist among organisms in an ecosystem. 

 


